Science Rendezvous Kingston 2015

Event Schedule
WHO?

WHAT?

WHEN?
10:30 a.m.

The Chemistry Magic
Show

The Chemistry magicians will either glow
it up or blow it up!

12:30 p.m.
2:15 p.m.

IN THE
SHOWCASE
MINI-BOWL

The REAL Batman

Matt Saunders, a bat expert, will
introduce you to the fascinating world of
bats.

11:00 a.m.

Donald Davis

Meet Canadian Naturalist, Donald Davis
who has been tagging Monarch
Butterflies since 1968. Donald will talk
about his involvement with Journey
North, Monarch Watch, the Michoacan
Reforestation Fund, and the Monarch
Teacher-Network Canada.

11:30 a.m.

John Powers

Meet John Powers, A.K.A. “The Bug Man”
and Orkin Canada’s Bug Showman.
Powers, who has been featured on The
Discovery Channel and in The National
Geographic, has been researching
butterflies for over 50 years: an
entomologist of sorts since he was 11
years old.

1:45 p.m.
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Rube Goldberg
Machines

WHAT?
Come and see our three Rube Goldberg machines
in action. Funded by NSERC Promoscience and
created by APPSCI 100 students from The Faculty
of Engineering and Applied Science at Queen’s,
these complicated contraptions involve outer
space, cars, dinosaurs, xylophones, pulleys,
buckets and bicycle wheels. Be prepared to laugh
and learn about the six simple machines.

The Incredible
World of Bugs

Discover the fascinating world of insects, bugs,
butterflies and much more. Meet many different
types of creatures and species of all assortments,
from rare beetles and giant spiders to brilliant
butterflies.

Robot
Competitions

Meet the robots constructed by Kingston’s three
FIRST Robotics teams: The Cyberfalcons, K-Botics
and W.A.F.F.L.E.S. Enjoy the playoffs as the robots
engage in the “Recycle Rush.”

IN THE BOWL

See first-hand why it takes many hours of intense
Kingston Police
training to reach the level of skill needed to rappel
Force Rappel Team
into real world tactical situations.

WHEN?

ALL DAY
10:00 am –
3:00 pm
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The Giant Colon is a multimedia exhibition for
all ages that features all of the pathologies that
may be found inside the human colon, including
The Colorectal
colorectal cancer. The Giant Colon exhibit is
10:00 am. – 3:00 p.m.
Cancer Association of animated by the CCAC’s professor in residence,
Canada
Dr. Preventino. Captured on 5 video displays, Dr.
Preventino will guide you on your tour through
the Giant Colon and provide healthy lifestyle
tips to keep you and your colon healthy.

OUTDOORS ON THE
TRAGICALLY HIP WAY

Dr. Karen LeeWaddell (The Royal
Military College of
Canada) and local
astronomers.

A solar telescope will be available for you to
10:00 am. – 3:00 p.m.
look at the sun. Did you know that Dr. LeeWaddell discovered her own dwarf galaxy? Ask
her how she did it and follow in her footsteps.

The Kingston Police
Force Canine Unit

We welcome back Constable Jeff Dickson and
his canine partner Zeus and Constable Mark
McCreary and his partner Titan. The primary
task of the Canine Unit – about 70% of their
calls, in fact – is for tracking, and the rest is
detection work for drugs or firearms. The K9
demonstration will highlight obedience,
protection and detection work and criminal
apprehension. Only one show, so don’t miss it!

Weather Permitting

Gillian Mackey
Chemistry Graduate
Student Society,
Queen’s University

Exploring Surfactants: make Giant Bubbles

1:00 p.m.

10:00 am. – 3:00 p.m.

